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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Ohmni telepresence robot operator interface (right) and cartoon of the elements added by our
system (left; not shown to robot operators). Our system displays one of two icons over each detected face to indicate whether
that listener can understand what the operator is saying at the current volume: a green checkmark inside a white circle (closer
person, sitting at left) or an empty gray circle (farther person, standing at whiteboard).

ABSTRACT
Telepresence robots could help homebound students to be physi-
cally embodied and socially connected in the classroom. However,
most telepresence robots do not provide their operators with infor-
mation about whether their speaking volume is appropriate in the
remote context. We are investigating how operators could benefit
from live feedback about speaking volume appropriateness as part
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of our ongoing research on using remote presence robots to im-
prove education and social connectedness for students experiencing
extended absences from school. This preliminary report describes
(1) the development of a model of speaking volume appropriateness
to provide this feedback, (2) implementation of a feedback element
in the operator’s user interface, and (3) plans for long-term deploy-
ment to assess impacts on the social and educational experience of
homebound high school students.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interacting with peers and teachers in the classroom is essential
for the educational and social development of K-12 students; unfor-
tunately, more than a quarter of children in the United States miss
significant amounts of school each year [4]. Causes for extended
absences include chronic illnesses, mental health challenges, and
behavioral issues. Interventions such as homeschooling, individu-
alized tutoring, and online learning cannot fully replace the social
and educational value of learning alongside one’s peers [1].

Telepresence robots have the potential to give absent students
more direct access the K-12 classroom, including interactions with
peers and teachers over a video call as well as a physically present,
mobile surrogate body (the robot) that the remote student can drive.
To exploit this opportunity, however, the telepresence robots that
are commercially available today require some modification for
classroom use [2]. One difficulty for the robot operator is discern-
ing whether their speaking volume is appropriate for the remote
context. The telepresence robot operator is often unaware of the
volume at which their voice is being projected from the robot’s
speakers, perhaps because it is not played back to the operator
with adequate volume or fidelity [5]. Previous work has modelled
whether a robot will be able to understand other people’s speech,
but not the reverse [3]. This late-breaking report describes the devel-
opment of a model of speaking volume appropriateness to investigate
whether live feedback improves the classroom experience for robot
operators.

2 DESIGN GOALS AND APPROACH
The goal of this work is to investigate how homebound telepresence
robot operators could benefit from more feedback about whether
their speech is loud enough to be understood by people in the
classroom. We do not know, however, to whom the operator is
trying to speak—e.g., to the teacher across the room or to the student
right next to the robot. Our system will therefore give feedback
about speaking volume appropriateness for every possible listener
that the robot can detect.

Furthermore, we found through testing that the robot’s speaker
cannot transmit an operator’s voice loudly enough to be uncom-
fortable to a listener, even if the listener is directly in front of the
robot. Our interface element will therefore display only whether
the speech is too quiet for each listener to understand.

3 IMPLEMENTATION FOR DEPLOYMENT
An interface element controlled by our model of speaking volume
appropriateness was implemented for the upcoming classroom de-
ployment. The element overlays feedback about speaking volume
appropriateness on the web operator interface for the Ohmni telep-
resence robot used for this project. As shown in Figure 1, an icon
is displayed over each detected face in the robot’s field of view. A
semi-transparent gray circle indicates that the operator’s speech is
not intelligible to that listener (or the operator is not talking); the
icon changes into a green check mark when the speech becomes
loud enough to be understood by that listener.

We developed a computational model of speech volume appro-
priateness in order to determine which icon to display. First, the raw
speech volume at the operator’s microphone and the robot speaker

volume setting that the operator can adjust are used to calculate
the volume of the operator’s voice as it leaves the robot’s speaker.
That volume level is then compared to the minimum intelligible
volume level produced by the model for each potential listener
using two additional inputs: the distance to each potential listener
(calculated from the detected height of the potential listener’s face)
and the ambient noise level in the room (measured by the robot’s
microphone).

4 TRAINING DATA COLLECTION AND
MODEL FITTING

Data were collected from several participants from our lab to char-
acterize the relationship between the distance to the listener, ambi-
ent noise level, and minimum intelligible volume. The distance to
listener and ambient noise volumes were manipulated experimen-
tally. A pre-recorded spoken phrase was played through the robot’s
speaker and pilot participants were instructed to adjust the robot’s
volume setting until they could just barely understand what was
being said. The mean volume of this sound file was computed and
then used along with the chosen robot volume setting to calculate
the minimum intelligible volume for that pilot participant at the
current distance and ambient noise level.

The robot volume settings chosen by the pilot participants de-
scribe the boundary between the two volume bins: unintelligible
and intelligible. This boundary was found to be roughly planar
when the speaker volume is in decibels, the ambient noise level is
in the native units of the robot’s microphone, and the natural loga-
rithm of the distance in meters is used. The minimum intelligible
volume is in decibels:

MinIntelliдibleVolume = 0.01168 ∗AmbientVolume+

6.90635 ∗ ln(Distance) + 49.40575 (1)

5 PLANNED EVALUATION IN LONG-TERM
DEPLOYMENTS

The effects of the feedback provided by our system will be mea-
sured over the course of several long-term deployments helping
homebound high school students attend class remotely. Question-
naire items administered to each participant will measure their
awareness of whether their voice volume was socially appropriate
in the classroom. Also, video recordings of the interactions will
be annotated for instances of the teacher and classmates asking
the operator to adjust the volume, as well as for times when the
operator adjusts it on their own. Findings from these evaluations
are expected to inform the design of speaking volume feedback on
commercially available telepresence robots and help build an under-
standing of how to create better social and educational experiences
for students experiencing extended absences from school.
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